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1 Introductory background and purpose
1.1.

Background

The efforts with the Swedish Transport Administration’s strategic work with procurements (overall
procurement strategy within the category) for contracts and technical consultants, hereinafter referred
to as “Strategic Procurement,” has been ongoing and refined over the past several years. In the
previous version 3.0, the move from uniformity (tidiness) of the Swedish Transport Administration’s
procurements and business relationships started, towards starting to use the procurements and
business relationships as a strategic tool, for example via a special focus on innovation or other
benefits. In order for the Swedish Transport Administration to contribute to the achievement of,
among other objectives, the goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, i.e. long-term
sustainable economic, social and environmental development, further revitalisation of the strategic
work with the procurements is required. It starts in this version.

TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

The Swedish Transport Administration is a vitally important active participant in the development of
society, a governmental agency that is responsible for planning across all transport modes. Above all,
the Swedish Transport Administration is a governmental contracting authority, which implements
measures via procurements and business relationships with consultants, contractors, and suppliers of
materials. In 2020, procurements amounted to about 1% of Sweden’s GDP and the Swedish Transport
Administration’s procurements is therefore expected to contribute to solutions to society’s goals and
challenges. Since its procurements and business relationships is central to the Swedish Transport
Administration’s activities, it should be regarded as a strategic tool, to create the greatest possible
value. It is by means of the procurements and business relationships together with the suppliers, that
the Swedish Transport Administration will realise the goals that exist within the framework of the
Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibility and assignment (see, for example, the transport
policy objectives, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the National Procurement
Strategy) and in the role of procuring entity. the Swedish Transport Administration’s Instruction (§ 2,
p. 10), states that the Swedish Transport Administration “in its role as commissioning authority shall
in particular make efforts to increase productivity, innovation and efficiency in the markets for
investment, operations and maintenance.” Particular attention must be paid to the needs of the
Swedish Transport Administration, as well as the preconditions and driving forces in the supplier
market.
In order to contribute to long-term sustainable economic, social and environmental development, the
Swedish Transport Administration, together with the suppliers, needs to be able to pursue and
promote development in not only small but also larger steps, using today both known and unknown
solutions and methods. Considering the magnitude and scale of the Swedish Transport
Administration’s procurements, there is not only a very significant responsibility, but also tremendous
opportunities. The Swedish Transport Administration is to be a role model in promoting development
forward and be seen as an attractive customer and partner for suppliers.
The general public and the suppliers’ trust in the Swedish Transport Administration as a governmental
procurer of goods and services is of the utmost importance. In order for all parts of the Swedish
Transport Administration’s activities and operations to contribute to doing good and healthy
procurements and business relationships with the supplier market, everyone needs to work together.
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Inter-functional coordination and teamwork is therefore central to the strategic work with the
procurements, as is the focus on the life cycle of the facility. Therefore these efforts must begin already
in the early planning stages when the proposals for measures are generated and the financial planning
is decided, until the facility is to be decommissioned. The strategic work with procurements is thus to
be seen from a systems perspective, where this document is part of a larger whole that relates to the
focus of the Procurement Policy (TDOK 2010:119). The category strategies are another significant part
of the whole. It is via this whole that the Swedish Transport Administration can contribute to the
procurements and business relationships with consultants and contractors creating the greatest
possible value for citizens and business.

1.2.

Purpose

The purpose of Strategic Procurement is to realise the Swedish Transport Administration’s
Procurement Policy – to use the procurements and business relationships as a strategic tool to
promote development towards the goals of the activities and to transition to the sustainable society of
the future. In addition, the aim is to establish an understanding of what the Swedish Transport
Administration’s procurements and business relationships must contribute to and how its operations
can be designed (choice of form of procurement and contract) and governed.

1.3.

Desired impacts
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The procurements and business relationships are important as it establishes the preconditions and
driving forces for the suppliers to deliver together with the customer vis-à-vis the Swedish Transport
Administration’s goals and thus contributes to the Swedish Transport Administration being an
attractive customer. In addition, the procurements and business relationships are important for
driving market development. Via the application of the strategy, the Swedish Transport
Administration and its suppliers enable the following impacts to be achieved:


That the Swedish Transport Administration’s strategic goals concerning sustainability,
productivity and efficiency as well as the life cycle of the facility perspective are to be realised
via the procurement and business relationship.



That the Swedish Transport Administration gets the most possible social benefit for the money
by designing the procurement based on the Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibility
and assignment, the supplier market’s conditions and driving forces, and identified
opportunities and risks.



That future needs for availability and productivity in a sustainable society are achieved by
means of inter-functional collaborative efforts with the suppliers’ market.



That the Swedish Transport Administration’s procurements and business relationships
contribute to sustainable social development within climate as well as social considerations,
including equality and gender equality. In addition, it discourages industrial criminality and
corruption, as well as unhealthy competition.



That the Swedish Transport Administration acts consistently and recognisably as a basis for
learning.



That its suppliers must be able to recognise the same type of procurement and have the
possibility for long-term sustainable profitability.
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That the Swedish Transport Administration maintains and strengthens confidence in the
governmental authority among the general public, as well as with those assigning it mandates
and its suppliers.



That the contribution of the planning and implementation phase to the achievement of the
transport system performance objectives and market development goals is increasing.

These impacts also form the basis for the long-term direction of the Swedish Transport
Administration’s procurements and business relationships.

2 Scope of the Strategy
Strategic Procurement is part of the Swedish Transport Administration’s governance to ensure desired
goals and impacts. The previous Strategic Procurement is applied systematically, the more efficiently
the Swedish Transport Administration can use its procurements and business relationships as a tool to
achieve the goals and the desired impacts. The full effect of the strategy is thus obtained if it is applied
in, for example, operational and orientation planning, establishing requirements and specifications
and choice of materials, investigations, the preparation orders to be placed for a measure, in the
planning and implementation of procurements, as well as in the governance and monitoring and
following-up of the contract.
Strategic Procurement establishes the preconditions for the procurement categories to work efficiently
and effectively; the purchasing categories must express what is unique to each particular category.
Established procurement strategies within categories are to be applied and indicate the orientation
and development of each category’s procurements .
The target group for the Strategic Procurement is the Swedish Transport Administration’s senior
management and positions/roles such as strategic planner, investigator, investigator, national
coordinator, planning coordinator, orderer of response measures, representative/agent, project
manager, project engineer, maintenance engineer, technical specialist, specialised buyer, procurement
officer.
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Strategic Procurement applies to the planning, procurement and implementation of its procurements
that includes technical consultancy services in the planning and design, as well as contract for
construction work within building, installation and maintenance. From a system perspective, it is not
only the Strategic Procurement that supports achieving the impacts – all documents, etc. that revolve
around the procurements and business relationships together form a strategic whole (see picture).
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Image 1 Examples of documents, etc. that revolve around Strategic Procurement, which thus
constitutes a package in a larger strategic whole.
The strategy includes innovation procurement of the development-enhancement procurements type
however not innovation procurement where the development of new solutions needs to be included in
the procurement, i.e. Procurement of New Solutions or Procurement of FOI. See also TDOK
2017:0520.
Collaboration High Level according to TDOK 2016:0233 and Security-Protected Procurements
according to TDOK 2018:0503 may mean that certain choices under this strategy are not applicable.
In order to establish driving forces and opportunities to achieve the purpose of the Strategic
Procurement, our choices and possible deviations must be permeated by awareness and be well
motivated. Any deviations shall be decided according to the relevant work instructions.
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For definitions and explanations of terms and concepts, see Appendix 4, Definitions.
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3 Strategies
The long-term direction of the Swedish Transport Administration’s procurements and business
relationships is that the anticipated impacts of this strategy can be achieved. Below are the Strategic
Procurement’s orientations, which must be seen from a context of government procurement, i.e. the
five general principles of public procurement must be followed. The five principles are: equal
treatment, non-discrimination, mutual recognition, proportionality and transparency; (for more
information, refer to TDOK 2017:0022).

3.1.

Planning of procurements and business relationships

Early application
Early application of the procurement within the Swedish Transport Administration’s activities is an
important part of the focus to achieve the impacts that are stated directly in accord with the purpose.
Based on the Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibility and assignment to promote market
development (Instruction §2, p. 10), preconditions are to be established in connection with the
strategic planning and development of proposals for measures. Internal and external dialogue will
begin in connection with the preparation of an order being placed for a measure. The dialogue
provides inputs and inspiration for formulating impact goals so that the procurements and business
relationships can contribute to driving market development.
Based on the impact objectives of the transport system and for market development, dialogue on
innovation needs it to be carried out at this stage. Based on this, the preconditions and driving forces
that need to be established for consultants and/or contractors before and during procurement and
during implementation are analysed. For support in creating the right conditions and driving forces in
the procurements and business relationships (see TDOK 2016:0073 and 2019:0177).
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Thereafter, a dialogue is conducted concerning the need for a form of collaborative efforts, and which
level is appropriate based on innovation needs and assessment of complexity. Collaborative efforts aim
to achieve better joint efforts, which in turn affects the results of the contract or assignment. In
complex and uncertain assignments and construction and other contracts, high-level collaborative
efforts (Collaboration High level) are to be taken into account. Based on these choices, together with
analysis of uncertainties and degrees of freedom, a preliminary choice of form of procurement and
contract (including the form of collaborative efforts) is made as part of the order placed for a measure.
Where applicable, a preliminary choice of type of contract/type of assignment may be made for a
group of measures, for example in the case of several procurements of a similar nature.
In addition, we will:


... in connection with the preparation of an order being placed for a measure, identify the
governing parameters of the procurements and business relationships that affect the facility’s
reliability and life cycle cost such as functional safety, maintenance, standardisation of
materials and reuse of solutions.



... early package together measures and stages that are deemed to be on commercial terms and
be able to establish better preconditions for market development, innovation, industrial
production and the facility’s life cycle cost.

Early marketing communications
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In order to establish the right preconditions and stimulate the supplier market to help us achieve the
impacts with this strategy, dialogue is essential and central. The dialogue will assist to be able to better
understand the goals and driving forces of the Swedish Transport Administration and its
vendors/suppliers, establish the preconditions for healthy competition and make the Swedish
Transport Administration an attractive customer.
That’s why we’re going to:


... carry out market analysis or early market dialogue as early as possible in the form of written
dialogue or dialogue meetings. In order to determine adequacy of incentives for innovation or
other benefits, market dialogue must be taken into account in particular. See also TDOK
2016:0073 regarding support for creating development-enhancing procurements and business
relationships that provides the right incentives and preconditions to achieve identified needs
for innovation or other benefits.



... include planned procurements in the purchase schedule as early as possible in order to
enable suppliers to plan their business operations.



... as clearly and early as possible communicate to the market the Swedish Transport
Administration’s plans for the introduction of requirements that affect the procurements and
business relationships and the suppliers’ long-term planning.

3.2.

Choice of form of procurement and contract

Procurements and the business relationship as a tool
We will use the procurements and business relationships as a tool to achieve both impact objectives for
the transport system and impact targets for market development. The Swedish Transport
Administration’s expertise and ability to use the procurements and business relationships thus needs
to be increased.
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That’s why we’re going to:


... always analyse and take the goals and needs that exist into account, and how the
procurements and business relationships can get the supplier market to contribute to these.



... improve our expertise and ability to set functional requirements and use the perspective of
the life cycle of the facility when establishing requirements and specifications, choice of
materials, and/or with the evaluation of tenders.



... improve our and ability to establish the preconditions for development-enhancing
procurements and business relationships to achieve innovation or other benefits, based on the
Swedish Transport Administration’s impact objectives, project goals, needs, risks, and
possibilities. As innovation needs tend to increase both uncertainties and complexities, these
need to be addressed before the procurement (e.g. an early market dialogue (competitive
dialogue)) and during the procurement (e.g. negotiated procedure).



... improve our expertise and ability to use tender evaluation models with increased value. The
objective with increased value is to offer the Swedish Transport Administration better
deliveries that are expected to provide increased quality and thereby enable the achievement
of the desired goals for the procurement.
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... in order to determine sufficient incentives, an early market dialogue is to be carried
out. In addition, the increased value is to be simulated in advance in order to find a
level that is considered to achieve the intended effect. The target is a maximum of 30%
of the expected tender amount, however if there are special reasons, up to 50% can be
used.



... use bonuses and other incentives where it is deemed to establish create incentives for the
supplier to develop and deliver beyond the basic requirements level during the
implementation of the contract. Bonuses and incentives are to aim to achieve the objectives of
the procurements and business relationships and only be used if the outcome of the bonus is
clear (see TDOK 2016:0073 and 2019:0177).



... improve our expertise and ability to use dialogue-based procedures for the procurements as
a tool, e.g. negotiated procedure (see TDOK 2018:0407) and a competitive dialogue, with the
objective of improving procurement documents and tenders.

Choice of type of contract/assignment
The focus for the choice of the form of procurement and contract is to choose the type of
contract/assignment in order to enable both impact objectives for the transport system and impact
targets for market development to be achieved.
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That’s why we’re going to:


... choose the most suitable type of contract/assignment based on the need for innovation or
other benefit, degrees of freedom (applies only to contracting), complexity and uncertainties
(see TDOK 2018:0007 and Appendices 1-3).



... work to gain a good understanding of the driving forces that the form of procurement and
contract establishes for our suppliers and take measures to manage any risks and
opportunities associated with it. For example, in cases where suppliers’ driving forces are
expected to deviate from our driving forces.



... when choosing a form of procurement and contract, ensure that there is a plan for how
follow-up and governance is to take place in accordance with the choice.

In addition to the above, design, construct and maintain contracts (investment contracts with
operational and maintenance responsibilities) may only be selected when the preconditions for
liability during the contract period can be clarified and that internal consultations have taken place in
connection with the choice of form of procurement and contract. Design, construct and maintain
contracts can be used to increase the focus on the facility’s life cycle costs.
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The Supplier Market
Since we are a large procuring entity that depends upon our suppliers, we will make sincere efforts to
be an attractive customer.
That’s why we’re going to:


... stimulate market development by means of research and development investments in the
supplier market.



... strive for a balanced and conscious risk distribution between the Swedish Transport
Administration and suppliers. The amount of penalty payments and maximum penalty limits
are to be calculated and justified, as well as the design of any payment plan.



... open up for foreign and small/medium-sized suppliers to be able to submit tenders.

In addition to the above, the tendering periods are to be designed to give the suppliers time not only to
calculate the tender but also to obtain the requisite decisions w within their organisation and possibly
to be able to form consortia with other companies. Long weekends/holiday periods and the annual
leave periods are to be taken into account.
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Therefore the tendering period for single-stage procedures is to be at least:


6 months for turnkey design and construct contracts in an amount greater than SEK 100
million.



2 months for performance contracts in an amount greater than SEK 100 million.



3 months for BAS [basic level] Contracts.



4 months for consultancy assignments in an amount of more than SEK 20 million.
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Consistency
In order for the supplier market to perceive us as consistent and recognisable, it is important that we
act in accordance with applicable legislation and that our procurement documents are based on our
strategies.
That’s why we’re going to:


... use the templates developed for, for example, administrative provisions and specifications,
construction contract/assignment contracts, technical descriptions, and descriptions of the
assignment. In cases where the templates limit fulfilment with the purpose of this Strategic
Procurement, the management of each template is to be informed and an investigation made.



... take the expected impacts of the Strategic Procurement in all establishing of requirements
and specifications, administrative as well as technical/functional into account.



... use applicable framework agreements where available.

The procurement templates and TDOK 2019:0177 show more concrete governance in accordance with
procurement legislation.

3.3.

In the implementation of the contract

In order to utilise its procurements and business relationships as a strategic tool and to achieve the
purpose of the Strategic Procurement, it is important that the focus on the procurements is maintained
throughout the implementation of the contract. During the implementation of the procurement, we
will pursue and promote development together, the customer/orderer and supplier.
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That’s why we’re going to:


... adhere to the Swedish Transport Administration’s leadership philosophy in relation to the
supplier. We will strive for good dialogue and good collaborative efforts during the contract
period to jointly pursue and promote development and deliver results.



... strive for the governance of the contracts (e.g. project management via Time, Cost and
Contents) to establish the preconditions for achieving our impact targets and overall
objectives.



... always apply the principle of collaborative efforts according to our guidelines.

In addition, it is important that the trust of the general public and our suppliers is maintained and
strengthened and that we act within the scope of relevant legislation and regulations.
That’s why we’re going to:


... always follow up on the transport system’s impact objectives, impact targets for market
development, and the terms and conditions in our contracts. The follow-up is to aim to lead to
learning, which in turn leads to improvements.



… when deciding on the individual contract, always take into consideration procurement
legislation as well as the long-term impacts on the current and future procurements by and
business relationships with the Swedish Transport Administration.
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4 Following-up of the strategies
The responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness of the strategy, proposing changes in its
effectiveness and compliance lies with the head of the central unit Purchasing and Logistics. The
follow-up is to aim to lead to learning, which in turn leads to improvements.
The strategy is to be implemented by means of the establishment of a Transport Administration-wide
action plan. Implementation of activities in the action plan is ensured via the operational planning of
the relevant departments and via process responsibility.
Support for and learning within the activities is to be given particular attention in the follow-ups and
in the action plan.

Version log
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Appendix 1 – Forms of procurement and contract for different types of contracts
The following seven types of contracts will be used as a starting point for choice of form of procurement and contract with investments,
irrespective of the area of activities.
If contracts are classified as standard, TRV E1A, E1B, E2A or E2B .is to be chosen. If uncertainty regarding the complexity of the contract exists,
the TMALL 0767 complexity assessment is to be used.
Collaboration Basic level
TRV E1A. Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
TRV E1B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
TRV E2A. Standard contracts with small degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

TRV E2B. Standard contracts with small degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
TRV E3. Complex contracts with a long (> 10 year) maintenance commitment (= design, construct and maintain contract)
Collaboration High
TRV E4. Complex contracts with great degree of freedom and high uncertainty
TRV E5. Complex contracts with small degrees of freedom and high uncertainty
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TRV E6. Complex contracts with a very high degree of uncertainty
TRV E1A Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT).

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

Form of remuneration

Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV E1B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT)

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure, preceded
by a public announcement Also selection procedure below
the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

*Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.

*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV E2A Standard contracts with small degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT)

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB)

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV E2B Standard contracts with a small degree of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT)

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure, preceded
by a public announcement Also selection procedure below
the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

*Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration

TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.

*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV E3 Complex contracts with a long (> 10 year) maintenance commitment (= design, construct and maintain contract)
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT).

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV E4 Complex contracts with great degree of freedom and high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT)

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV E5 Complex contracts with small degrees of freedom and high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT).

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV E6 Complex contracts with very high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Design and construct contract. Design provided by the
contractor (ABT).

Collaboration on design beyond ABT. Design and construct
contract. Design provided by contractor (ABT). Transport
Administration is adviser.

Performance contract. Design provided by employer
(AB).

Collaboration on design beyond AB. Performance contract.
Design provided by employer (AB). Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Cost plus principle (current account) with remuneration
form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account) with possible fixed contractor
fee.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by
a public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Form of remuneration
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Procedure for the procurement

Deeper collaboration on the design through Early Contractor
Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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Appendix 2 – Forms of procurement and contract for different types of contracts with BASIC
maintenance and other contracts with a significant maintenance component
The following types of contracts are to be used as a starting point for the choice of form of procurement and contract for contracts with BASIC
maintenance and other contracts with a significant and frequency-based maintenance component, irrespective of the area of activities
If contracts are classified as standard, either TRV UH1A, UH1B, UH2A or UH2B is to be chosen. If uncertainty regarding the complexity of the
contract exists, the TMALL 0767 complexity assessment is to be used.
Collaboration - Basic level
TRV UH1A Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
TRV UH1B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
TRV UH2A Standard contracts with small degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

TRV UH2B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
TRV UH3 Complex contracts with high uncertainty (BASIC maintenance contract for district/contract area > 10 years together with a design and build contract with a
performance commitment according to TRV E3)

Collaboration High
TRV UH4 Very complex contracts with high uncertainty – contract model under development.
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TRV UH1A Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly
determined by the contractor based on degrees of
freedom.
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB).
Measures, method and frequency are determined by
the employer based on degrees of freedom.
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Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is
performed by contractor. Transport Administration is
adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency through
Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through, for
example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as
well as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee and/or
bonus for quality aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV UH1B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly
determined by the contractor based on degrees of
freedom
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB)
Measures, method and frequency are determined by
the employer based on degrees of freedom.
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Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is
performed by contractor. Transport Administration is
adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency
through Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of
responsibilities through, for example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as well
as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee
and/or bonus for quality aspects.

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure,
preceded by a public announcement Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure below
the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

*Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV UH2A Standard contracts with small degrees of freedom and low uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly determined
by the contractor based on degrees of freedom.
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB)
Measures, method and frequency are determined by the
employer based on degrees of freedom.

Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is performed
by contractor. Transport Administration is adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency through
Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through,
for example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as well
as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee
and/or bonus for quality aspects.
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Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded by
a public announcement. Also simplified procedure below
the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded
by a public announcement Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Tender evaluation

Greatest focus on price

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV UH2B Standard contracts with sufficient degrees of freedom, low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly
determined by the contractor based on degrees of
freedom
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB)
Measures, method and frequency are determined by
the employer based on degrees of freedom.
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Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is
performed by contractor. Transport Administration is
adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency
through Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of
responsibilities through, for example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as well
as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee
and/or bonus for quality aspects.

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.

Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure,
preceded by a public announcement Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

*Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV UH3 Complex contracts with high uncertainty

(BASIC maintenance contract for district/contract area > 10 years together with a design and build contract with a performance commitment according to TRV

E3)
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly
determined by the contractor based on degrees of
freedom.
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB).
Measures, method and frequency are determined by
the employer based on degrees of freedom.
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Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is
performed by contractor. Transport Administration is
adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency
through Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of
responsibilities through, for example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as well
as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee
and/or bonus for quality aspects.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure below
the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price.

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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TRV UH4 Very complex contracts with high uncertainty – under development
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Form of contract

Contract with emphasis on functional requirements
(ABT).
Measures, method and frequency are mainly
determined by the contractor based on degrees of
freedom.
Contract with emphasis on performance requirements
(AB).
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Measures, method and frequency are determined by the
employer based on degrees of freedom.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond ABT. Design and construct contract.
Choice of measures, method and frequency is
performed by contractor. Transport Administration is
adviser.

Deeper collaboration on choice of measure, method and frequency through
Early Contractor Participation (TEM). Distribution of responsibilities through,
for example, early procurement on ABK or ABT.

Collaboration on choice of measure, method and
frequency beyond AB. Performance contract. Choice of
measures, method and frequency is performed by
employer. Contractor is adviser.

Form of remuneration

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment.

Fixed price with or without quantity adjustment, as well
as cost plus principle (current account) with
remuneration form incentive and guideline cost.

Cost plus principle (current account). Possibly with fixed contractor’s fee
and/or bonus for quality aspects.

Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded
by a public announcement Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Tender evaluation

Greatest focus on price

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Form of collaborative efforts

Collaboration according to TRV basic level.

Collaboration according to TRV high level.
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Appendix 3 – Forms of procurement and contract for different types of assignments for technical
consultants
Technical consultants perform strategic choice of studies for potential measures, localisation studies, planning assignments and design
assignments including building site supervision.
Choice of type of assignment for technical consultants shall be made on the basis of the assignment conditions and irrespective of the choice of
type of contract.
The following seven types of assignment shall be used as a starting point for choice of business form for technical consultants, regardless of VO.
Collaboration - Basic level
TRV TK1A. Standard assignments with low uncertainty
TRV TK1B. Standard assignments with low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
TMALL 0155 Strategy document 4.0

TRV TK2A. Standard assignments with high uncertainty
TRV TK2B. Standard assignments with high uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Collaboration High
TRV TK3 Complex assignments with high uncertainty TRV TK4 Complex assignments with very high uncertainty
TRV TK5 Complex assignments with very high uncertainty regarding scope, project contests
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TRV TK1A. Standard assignments with low uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form incentive and
guideline cost.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
Procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded by a
public announcement, a competitive dialogue. Also selection
procedure below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level
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Procedure

Collaboration according to TRV high level
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TRV TK1B. Standard assignments with low uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form incentive
and guideline cost.

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
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Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure
proceeded by a public announcement. Also
simplified procedure below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure, preceded by a
public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded
by a public announcement, a competitive dialogue.
Also selection procedure below the threshold amount.

No limitation of the number of tenderers.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

*Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Collaboration according to TRV high level

*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV TK2A. Standard assignments with high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form incentive
and guideline cost.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
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Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by a
public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded
by a public announcement, a competitive dialogue.
Also selection procedure below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Collaboration according to TRV high level
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TRV TK2B. Standard assignments with high uncertainty and an identified need for innovation or other benefit
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form incentive
and guideline cost.

*Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
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Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure proceeded
by a public announcement. Also simplified procedure
below the threshold amount.

*Selective procedure and negotiated procedure, preceded by a
public announcement Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure preceded
by a public announcement, a competitive dialogue.
Also selection procedure below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Limitation of the number parties submitting tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

* Focus on price and quality

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Collaboration according to TRV high level

*One or more of the boxes in orange should be used to establish the preconditions and drivers towards innovation or other benefits.
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TRV TK3 Complex assignments with high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form incentive
and guideline cost.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
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Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure
proceeded by a public announcement. Also
simplified procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement Also selection procedure below the threshold
amount.

No restriction on who can tender.

Limited to qualified tenderers.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement, a competitive
dialogue. Also selection procedure below the
threshold amount.
Limitation of the number parties submitting
tenders.

Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration according to TRV high level
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TRV TK4 Complex assignments with very high uncertainty
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form
incentive and guideline cost.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure
proceeded by a public announcement. Also
simplified procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement Also selection procedure below the threshold amount.
Limited to qualified tenderers.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement, a
competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.
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Limitation of the number parties submitting
tenders.
Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration according to TRV high level
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TRV TK5 Complex assignments with very high uncertainty regarding scope, project contests
Competitive focus

Collaborative focus
Assignment form

Assignments specified in tender documents

Form of remuneration

Pre-established fixed fee

Assignments specified in consultation

Variable and/or fixed fee

Variable fee with the remuneration form
incentive and guideline cost.

Bonus for quality and innovation aspects.
Procedure for the procurement

Open procedure and negotiated procedure
proceeded by a public announcement. Also
simplified procedure below the threshold amount.

Selective procedure and negotiated procedure preceded by a public
announcement Also selection procedure below the threshold amount.
Limited to qualified tenderers.

Selective procedure, negotiated procedure
preceded by a public announcement, a
competitive dialogue. Also selection procedure
below the threshold amount.

No restriction on who can tender.
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Limitation of the number parties submitting
tenders.
Evaluation of tenders

Greatest focus on price

Collaboration

Collaboration according to TRV basic level

Focus on price and quality.

Greatest focus on quality.

Collaboration according to TRV high level
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Appendix 4 – Definitions
Term or concept

Explanation

Procurements and business
relationships

Government procurements are based on the strategic objectives of the
procuring entity and encompasses activities from the planning of
measures up to the end of the contract.

Procurements and business
relationships as a strategic tool

Strategic usage of the government procurements and business
relationships is a prerequisite for a governmental organisation to
achieve its operational objectives and generate successful
procurements and business relationships. To work strategically with
the procurement work is to connect purchasing and management
towards the organisation’s goals, the wider environment, and the
supplier market. It contributes to the effective fulfilment of the
governmental entity’s responsibilities and objectives based on decided
strategies.

Sustainability

Refers to all sustainability goals according to the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, in ecological, social, and financial
sustainability. Guideline regarding Climate-related Requirements
TDOK 2015:0480, and Guideline regarding Social Responsibility
Requirements TDOK 2016:0346 describes the Swedish Transport
Administration’s contract requirements in ecological and social
sustainability.

Procurement

A procurement category is a defined group of products, services, or
contracts that create value for the client organisation and society, and
reflect how the supplier market is organised. See TDOK 2015:0048.

Procurement Policy

The Swedish Transport Administration’s purchasing policy is to be
applied to all procurement work. See TDOK 2010:119.

Innovation

Application or utilisation of something new or further developed
establishes the preconditions for increased value. See TDOK
2016:0073.

Innovation or other benefits

Innovation needs exist if the need to use a new or significantly further
developed method, approach, process, product, design, or industrial
production, etc. has been identified. The intention is to achieve impact
objectives and desired values by means of an improved result that
exceeds the established requirements.
Other benefits exist if there is a corresponding need to use specific
incentives, but this need does need not be linked to innovation.
In order to achieve the identified need for innovation or other benefits,
incentives must be generated among suppliers. It can be done by
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means of bonuses, an invitation to tender procedure that includes
dialogue and/or increased value.

Life cycle perspective

In this context, it is meant that all stages of the procurement for the
facility are taken into account. Stage refers to concepts (identification
of needs), development (design, project planning and engineering),
production (construction), operation and maintenance, and
decommissioning. See further, Life-cycle Cost Guideline (LCC) TDOK
2016:0281.

Market development

Market development refers to what is stated in the instruction (§2, p.
10), “The Swedish Transport Administration, in its role as
commissioning authority, shall in particular make efforts to increase
productivity, innovation and efficiency in the markets for investment,
operations and maintenance.” In other words, so that the Swedish
Transport Administration will be able, together with its suppliers, to
achieve its short-term goals and long-term objectives, the Swedish
Transport Administration needs to stimulate and establish the
preconditions for the supplier market to develop in the same direction.

Collaborative efforts

Collaborative efforts is a tool that leads to structured collaborative
efforts between the Swedish Transport Administration and our
suppliers. This means that we solve a task together, in open dialogue
and with the best interests of the project in focus. Our model is based
on that we and our suppliers work as a joint organisation during a
project, within the framework of our contract terms and conditions,
towards common goals.
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For Collaboration basic level, see TDOK 2015:0021. For Collaboration
High Level, see TDOK 2016:0233.
Development-promoting
measures

A procurement in which one or more development promotion
measures are implemented. Development promotion measures aim to
establish the right preconditions and drivers for market development
throughout the entire procurement, in order to achieve the impact
objectives and needs. See TDOK 2016:0073. The basic level in all the
Swedish Transport Administration’s procurements and business
relationships is not to exclude new better solutions. In case of
identified need for innovation or other benefits, it is even more
important to implement development promotion measures to establish
the preconditions and the right incentives for the market.

Choice of form of procurement
and contract

The choice of form of procurement and contract involves an active
choice of, among other things, the procedure for the procurement,
qualification requirements, award criteria, build/performance
contract/consultancy assignment form, form of collaborative efforts
and form of compensation that is best suited to achieve the impact
objectives via the procurements and business relationships. See TDOK
2018:0007.
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